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Human age estimation is one of the key factors in the
field of Human–Robot Interaction/Human–Computer
Interaction (HRI/HCI). Owing to the development of
deep-learning technologies, age recognition has
recently been attempted. In general, however, deep
learning techniques require a large-scale database, and
for age learning with variations, a conventional
database is insufficient. For this reason, we propose an
age estimation method using artificially generated
data. Image data are artificially generated through 3D
information, thus solving the problem of shortage of
training data, and helping with the training of the
deep-learning technique. Augmentation using 3D has
advantages over 2D because it creates new images with
more information. We use a deep architecture as a
pre-trained model, and improve the estimation
capacity using artificially augmented training images.
The deep architecture can outperform traditional
estimation methods, and the improved method showed
increased reliability. We have achieved state-of-the-art
performance using the proposed method in the Morph-
II dataset and have proven that the proposed method
can be used effectively using the Adience dataset.

Keywords: Age estimation, Age regression,
Convolutional neural network, 3D augmentation.

I. Introduction

Recognizing user information from a single face image is
the first step of human–robot and human–computer
interaction. For human interaction with robots or computers,
the ability to recognize certain human information is
required. If a robot does not have information regarding
people, they cannot have an appropriate response.
Therefore, much research on recognizing various types of
information from images is in progress.
Owing to the development of new technology, most of

the major information can already be recognized, such as
gender, identity, hairstyle, and facial expression. However,
some difficult tasks still remain. Age recognition is one of
the remaining problems. Although the average face
changes according to age and gender, it is not easy to
recognize one’s age because the variation across
individuals is too large.
In general, the age recognition problem can be divided

into two types: real biological age estimation and apparent
age estimation. The actual biological age is more difficult
to recognize than the apparent age because of the
influence of various environmental factors during growth.
Thus, it is easy to recognize one’s approximate age, but it
is difficult to recognize one’s exact age.
The face of a person changes twice during their lifetime.

A baby has a rounded face shape compared to an adult,
with a relatively short distance between the eyes and the
mouth. After approximately six or seven years of age, an
intermediate shape between a baby and an adult occurs.
At approximately 17 years old, secondary sexual
characteristics appear, and from that time on, the person
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has a face shape similar to that of an adult. The growth of
the eyes, nose, and mouth stops, and the shape of the face
is relatively long. It is difficult to estimate one’s age
because of these various changes.
Recently, however, owing to the development of big data

and machine learning technology, studies on biological age
recognition have become active again. In this study, we
generated an artificial face image and made a deep age
estimation model using a deep convolutional neural network
(CNN). Artificially generated images can be used to mitigate
the lack of age data. Thus, we improve the biological age
estimation performance using artificially three-dimensionally
transformed images (through yaw, pitch, and roll).
The rest of this study is organized as follows: Section II

includes a summary of related work from the literature. In
Section III, we describe a detailed method regarding
artificially generated face images and real age estimation.
In Section IV, we describe our experiments and its
performance on the MORPH-II dataset. Finally, we
compare our proposed method with other state-of-the-art
studies. An example is shown in Fig. 1.

II. Related Work

1. Study

In recent decades, numerous studies have been
conducted on recognizing human age. A few years ago,
most research was focused on feature extraction. They
studied how to efficiently extract a feature from an image,
how to calculate the age using the extracted feature, and so
on. Various human-made features have been applied for
age estimation. Some of these focus on the texture or

gradient. The local binary pattern (LBP) [1], [2], Gabor
[3], and Sobel [4] filters have been proposed as attempts to
extract local texture features.
These studies have generally used a method for

extracting landmark points from a face image, generating
patches at these positions, and calculating the features
of these patches. When using local features, local
characteristics can be expressed well, but there is a
disadvantage in that this does not reflect the overall
morphological characteristics according to age. To
compensate for these shortcomings in the previous
methods, it has been necessary to use the entire face
image, for which it has been difficult to estimate age. In
addition, because biological information is more effective
in expressing age than texture features, some studies have
used biological information [5], [6] for feature extraction.
Some regression methods have improved, and new

methods have been developed, such as a support vector
regression (SVR) [7], quadratic regression and manifold
learning [8], and canonical correlation analysis [9]. These
new studies have helped in estimating age by recognizing
the inherent problems more reliably.
In addition, some recent studies have used deep CNNs.

The methods of age recognition by dividing the face into
several parts [10], [11] or recognizing age after identifying
the age group as either adult or minor [12] show good
performance. In addition, the method of using ordinal
regression [13] or the kernel EML [14] show significantly
improved results compared with the previous methods.
Since this deep learning method requires a large training
database, much research on data augmentation is in
progress. Some studies created additional data by morphing
images to obtain faces in the same position from the faces
of several people [15], or by composing hair styles and
accessories on face images [16]. In recent years, there have
been studies on creating 3D faces from 2D images [17].

2. Dataset

Even as recently as a few years ago, there was not a large
amount of data for age recognition. Thus, many studies
have over-fitted the training data or cannot significantly
improve the performance. To solve the problem of a lack of
data, several databases have been produced: FRGC [18],
MORPH-II [19], Ni’s web-collected database [20], Adience
[21], and IMDB-WIKI [22]. However, most of these age
databases consist of biological age labels. Because the
appearance of a person does not change linearly with age,
the age estimation problem using a biological dataset is one
of the difficult problems that needs to be solved. For this
reason, an apparent age dataset has recently appeared: the

Age: 63.9

Age: 23.9 Age: 39.2

Age: 53.1
Age: 46.9 Age: 58.5

Fig. 1. Age estimation example: real age = {64, 26, 38, 57, 40,
58} (from top-left to bottom-right).
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ChaLearn dataset [23]. Detailed information on this is
shown in Table 1.

III. Proposed Method

1. Nonfrontal Face Generation

We generate nonfrontal faces from frontal faces as a
face augmentation method to help with the generalization
of our age estimation model. The effect of adding a
generated nonfrontal face to the training database is
described in Section IV. We propose an elaborate face–
pose generation method, in which a face in an image is
reconstructed from 2D into 3D and then rotated. A face is
detected using a state-of-the-art face detector in Dlib [24],
as shown in Fig. 2.
This face detector was trained using the histogram of

oriented gradients feature and a linear classifier. Facial
landmarks are detected using an ensemble of regression
trees (ERT) [25]. A two-pixel difference is selected by
considering the exponential distance from an estimated
landmark when training each node of the ERT. Each
cascade regression step of the ERT for facial landmarks is
composed of gradient-boosting trees. To build the 3D face
model, 68-point annotations in a 300-W database [26],
[27] are reconstructed into 3D landmark annotations,
based on the structure from the motion method. The 3D
landmark annotations allow for the generation of a point
distribution model (PDM):

X f3n�1g ¼ M f3n�1g þ
Xd
i¼1

eiBð:; iÞf3n�dg ¼ X ðeÞ; (1)

where M is the mean shape and B is the basis of the shape
variation. The parameter vector e is a shape vector that
determines the specific shape. In addition, X contains the
3D positions of n facial landmarks. Contrary to this, we
can obtain the projection of any facial landmarks on the
PDM of (1):

efd�1g ¼ PðY f3n�1gÞ ¼ BT
fd�3ngðY �MÞf3n�1g; (2)

where Y is any facial landmark transformed by T in (3),
and P represents a projection on PDM in (1). We also
consider a similarity transformation T that minimizes the
Euclidean distance between M and Y:

minimize kY �Mk2;
where Y ¼ TðZÞ;
TðZÞ ¼ sf1�1g Ifn�ng � Rf3�3g

� �
Zf3n�1g þ 1fn�1g � tf3�1g;

(3)

where s, R, and t are the scale, 3D rotation, and 3D
translation parameters, respectively. The 3D reconstruction
process is described in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1. 3D reconstruction process.

Algorithm 1 3D Face Reconstruction

Input:

M – mean shape in equation (1)

B – shape basis in equation (1)

Z – 3D landmarks with x and y-values of detected 2D
landmarks and

z-values of M.

Output:
e – shape parameters in equation (1)

s, R, t – similarity transformation in equation (3)

l: while e, s, R, t are converged

2: Transform Z to Y using equation (3)

3: Calculate e using equation (2)

4: e is projected onto equation (1)

5: X is inverse transformed to X by 1/s, �t.

6: Replace z-value of Z with z-value of X’

7: end

A 3D landmark shape is reconstructed through (1) and
then transformed using 1/s � t [28]. The reconstructed 3D
landmarks are a weak perspective transformed by a

Table 1. Age database.

Number
of subject

Number
of image

Age
range

Age characteristic

FRGC 568 44,278 18–70 Biological age

MORPH-II 13,618 55,132 16–77 Biological age

Ni’s web N/A 219,892 01–80 Biological age

Adience 2,284 26,580 00–60+ 8 age group

IMDB-WIKI 20,284 523,051 00–100 Biological age

ChaLearn 2015 N/A 3,651 N/A Apparent age

ChaLearn 2016 N/A 5,613 N/A Apparent age

Fig. 2. Face image and 3D landmark points.
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rotation around the center of gravity. The texture of the
face is divided into a mesh of triangles, and the 3D affine
is transformed into rotated meshed triangles. The nonface
region is also transformed in terms of the perspective.
Gaussian blur is applied to the boundary of a rotated face,
because there are cracks between the face region and nonface
region. We show examples of rotated faces in Fig. 3.

2. Architecture

To obtain higher performance, we use the VGG-16
architecture from [29] as a pre-trained model. This
architecture is one of the famous models in image
classification, and many studies have used it as a pre-
trained model. It consists of thirteen convolutional layers,
five pooling layers, two fully connected layers, and a
softmax layer. It uses ReLU as the activation function,
4,096 neurons in a fully connected layer, and 1,000 neurons
as the output. To obtain the probability of each age, we
change the parameters of the penultimate layer to 100.

3. Expected Value

In the age-regression stage, we use the expected value
from [25]. Most previous studies have used single-value
regression for age estimation. However, a single-value regression
method considers only the target value, and thus it does
not fully reflect the probability of the overall range. On the
other hand, the expected value can use the probability of
the overall range, and can calculate more stochastic ages.

EðOÞ ¼
X100
i¼0

pi � yi: (4)

In (4), O is the expected age between 1 and 100, pi is the
probability value of each age class from the softmax layer

of the CNN architecture, and yi is each class label (age).
An overview of this formula is shown in Fig. 4.

IV. Experiments

1. Normalization

To achieve better performance, first, we detect the face
region using an MCT-based cascade AdaBoost face
detector and find the facial landmark points, including the
center of the left eye, center of the right eye, nose tip, and
end points of the mouth using an ERT [25]. Then, to
achieve an invariant to the rotational change, we make a
horizontal face image using the two eye positions. Using a
rolling-aligned image and the distance between the two
eyes, we set the region of interest as shown in Fig. 5.
Finally, the face region is resized to a 224 9 224 image
and used for the input of the CNN architecture. At this
stage, we use only flip augmentation and do not use a
random crop or translation augmentation, because aligned
faces are more helpful in extracting the regional
characteristics.

Fig. 3. Artificially generated image. Same person showing different characteristics because of the different poses.

1

Probability

X

||

Expectation age

2 … 99 100

Fig. 4. Calculating the expected age.
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2. Training

The Morph-II database is one of the largest facial age
databases, which consists of 55,134 images of over
13,000 people, between 16 and 77 years in age, and
including various ancestries, such as Africans,
Europeans, Asians, and Hispanics. In our experiments,
we randomly divided the dataset into two nonoverlapping
sets. The first set is made up of 90% of the whole dataset
and is used for training. The remaining 10% is used for
testing. After division, we generate artificially
transformed face images. We generate four additional
faces: �15° transformed yaw, and �10° transformed
pitch. Because the pitch transform causes more
substantial differences, it has a narrow boundary. These
generated face images have the same characteristics but
different shapes, and thus their use has the same effect as
using different pictures of the same person. These
artificially generated images help with learning the
physical traits and help strengthen the generalization
tendency. A generated image is shown in Fig. 8. We
made approximately 240,000 artificial images using the
above method, and can supplement the lack of training
data by using these artificially generated images.

Finally, we used artificially generated data to learn
through the classification problem. The overall system is
shown in Fig. 6.
We applied the same augmentation and training

parameters to the Adience database to learn the age model.
Since the Adience database uses five-fold cross-validation,
five similar models are trained.

3. Age Estimation in Morph-II

In the Morph-II database, the estimation performance
is evaluated using the standard mean absolute errors
(MAE). The MAE is the average value of the absolute
error between the ground-truth value and the estimated
value. This is one of the commonly used methods, and
thus we evaluate the age estimation performance using
this method. We randomly selected 10% of the total
dataset for testing, the configuration of which is shown
in Fig. 7.
To evaluate our method, we compared it with existing

methods in several ways. First, we compared it with a
traditional regression method [8], [30]. In [29], the
authors extract biologically inspired features from a face
image, and then train an SVR using these features. In
[30], the authors also trained a linear SVR, but they
used a CNN as the feature extractor. They divided the
face image into patches, and extracted each local-level
feature. Using the local-level features, they aggregated
the features through concatenation. Such concatenated
features are used for the input of the fully connected
layer, and the output is used for the final age feature.
Second, we compared some studies on a typical method,
such as [13] and [31]. They transformed the traditional
regression problem into a binary classification problem
or ordinal problem.
The evaluation results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Our

proposed method shown an MAE of 2.6 on the MORPH-
II dataset, and thus outperformed the methods from these

d

2d

4d

1.8d

Fig. 5. Summary of face image normalization method.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Fig. 6. Age estimation pipeline: (1) original input image, (2) face and landmark detection, (3) alignment using a landmark and set
ROI, (4) cropped and resized candidate regions, (5) calculated class probability through the CNN architecture, and (6)
calculated expectation age using the class probability and class label.
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other studies. In addition, as shown in Fig. 9, the
performance of the models learned using artificially
created images is slightly better on average. These results
show that the alternative-pose images of the same person
helped to make the learning more robust.
As we can see in Table 2, it was possible to estimate

most of the testing data near the actual age. However, as
seen with people in their 40s and over, some images were
estimated to be younger, which is the result of the
disproportionate learning due to the dominance of data
from people in their 30s and 40s.

4. Age Estimation in Adience

Since the Morph-II database is well-studied, we used
Adience for an additional evaluation of the performance.
Four of the five folds were used for learning and the
performance was evaluated using the fifth. The final
performance was calculated as the average of five results.
Our proposed method is compared with several traditional
methods [21] and deep CNN-based methods [11], [32],

configuration of testing image

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

0
16 21 26 3631 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76

Fig. 7. Configuration of testing image.

Fig. 8. Mean absolute error in Morph-II database. Deeper model
without artificially generated data obtain an error of 2.77,
and with generated data obtain an error of 2.6. Both
outperform traditional methods.
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0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

wo Aimage w Aimage

Fig. 9. Experiment results for Morph-II dataset. Training with
generated images achieves a better performance.

Table 2. Confusion matrix of testing results in Morph-II
database.

10–19 20–29 30–39 40–49 50–59 60–69 70–

10–19 1 3 0 0 0 0 0

20–29 13 466 61 5 0 0 0

30–39 2 89 800 120 7 0 0

40–49 0 6 497 2,066 178 1 0

50–59 0 3 16 393 679 10 0

60–69 0 0 0 12 52 32 0

70– 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Table 3. Adience dataset benchmark result.

Method Exact 1-off

01 LBP [21] 41.4 � 2.0 78.2 � 0.9

02 FPLB P [21] 39.8 � 1.8 74.6 � 1.0

03 LBP + FPLBP [21] 44.5 � 2.3 80.7 � 1.1

04 LBP + FPLBP_PCA0.5 [21] 38.1 � 1.4 75.5 � 0.9

05 LBP + FPLBP + Dropout 0.5 [21] 44.5 � 2.2 80.6 � 1.0

06 LBP + FPLBP + Dropout 0.8 [21] 45.1 � 2.6 79.5 � 1.4

07 Over-sample [32] 50.7 � 5.1 N/A

08 KNN with BB-FCN [11] 51.1 � 5.7 N/A

09 Casecade CNN [33] 52.9 � 6.0 88.5 � 2.2

10 Ours without 3D augmentation 50.5 � 2.6 91.3 � 1.3

11 Ours with 3D augmentation 52.6 � 1.8 92.4 � 1.2
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[33]. As can be seen in Table 3, the use of 3D
augmentation data can yield better performance. The
resulting performance is not state-of-the-art, but it can be
relatively good and shows less variance compared to the
state of the art. In addition, we obtained state-of-the-art
performance in once-off experiments. The confusion
matrix in Table 4 confirms that the results are totally
stable.

V. Conclusion

This paper proposed a new method to perform age
recognition when no additional learning data are
available. In addition, unlike the trend in conventional
age recognition, we obtained stable performance using a
deep architecture. Architectures that have already been
proven elsewhere will perform well in age recognition,
but our method will yield better results. Our method
has achieved state-of-the-art performance using
artificially generated images for the Morph-II database.
Additionally, we did not obtain the best performance for
the Adience database, but we got results comparable to
the state of the art using artificially generated images
without additional skills.
Finally, the lack of training data can be overcome using

artificially generated images, which can provide even
more reliable results.
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